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20-year-olds may be waived from drinking law

Maine council proposes alcohol abuse course
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awareness course would obtain a waiver
by Gina Ferazzi
document allowing them to purchase
Staff Writer
and consume alcohol if they are 20 years
If the 2I-year-old drinking age law
passes in Maine, 20-year-olds may be old.
Also, anyone who has been convicted
allowed to drink after passing a course
as a
on alcohol use and abuse, an alcohol of OUI, has purchased alcohol
minor, or has committed a crime while
council proposed.
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d
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The Maine Council
met all Drug Abuse Prevention and Treatment the waiver if "they have
is asking a statewide government coun- penalties"
But people who have an OUI conviccil to accept a proposal allowing 20-yearconviction for an
olds to purchase and consume alcohol tion or more than one
offense before they
after completing a course on "responsi- alcohol-related
would not be
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of
age
the
drinkreached
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ble decision making as it relates
waiver.
ing and driving," said council member eligible for the
obtained the
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Any 20-year-old who
Thomas Aceto, vice president for adwaiver and is convicted of an alcoholministrative and student services.
lly loses the
This proposal is the Maine Council's related offense automatica
way of "adopting a positive approach to waiver.
would be
license,
a
like
and
"The waiver,
addressing problems with drinking
considered a privilege rather than a
driving."
be automatic
Steve Ri!zi, student government presi- right. Thus, its loss would
of an alcohol
dent, said the proposal is similar to a with being convicted
said.
proposal
the
same
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related
"The
driver's education course.
said. The course would be taught by certified
thing can work with alcohol." hewould
be
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and
state instructors
"taking the course at age
responsible for the cost.
allow you to drink at age 20."
The Maine Council's goal is to "put
The proposal says, "The receiving of
that will assist ina driver's license would be.contingent into place a program
a
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in responsible decision making
n
dividuals
upon the successful completio
individuals who make
course on responsible decision making and reward
" The legality of
as it relates to drinking and driving." responsible decisions.
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has yet to be reviewed.
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proposal
-years
such a
People who are 19-1/2
The Maine Council believes "prohibiolder who complete the alcohol

Aceto is convinced most people will
tion has only short-term effects," and
ignore a 2I-year-old drinking age law.
that rewarding positive actions would
"Most people are drinking before they
bring about a more desired result.
college," he said.
Aceto isn't in favor of prohibition, but get to
He does not think a law should be
is in favor of responsible drinking. "1
all people when only a few
for
made
don't think raising the drinking age to

THOMAS ACETO
21 is the answer to alcohol-related
deaths. The problem is the abusive use
of alcohol," he said.
A mandatory age doesn't educate people, he added.

Bond issue advocates
optimistic about passage
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Maine seems to be the
This apparently abandoned graveyard In western
s. (Hawkins photo)
perfect hangout for ghouls as Halloween approache

by Colin Strainge
Staff Writer
As election day draws near, advocates
for the $16.5 million university bond
issue are carefully optimistic about the
chances for its passage.
Maurice Shea, a top official for
Citizens for the University Bond said,
"We're very positive in attitude, but there
is no way of knowing so we can't relax.
We don't have the money to do any polling."
If passed, the $16.5 million from the
bond issue will provide money for new
construction and renovation projects
throughout the seven campus University of Maine system.
"It's really a state-wide issue, it (the
bond) is not just an Orono issue,"
Shea said.
About $6 million of the money will go
for two new construction projects at
UMO—S3 million for an addition to
Hitchner Hall and $3 million for an addition to Jenness Hall.
Another $3.5 million will be used to
build a classroom building at the University of Southern Maine.
The entire system will share the remaining $7 million for renovations, computer facilities and construction of

&and Pogorzeiski.

7.

ramps and lifts for handicapped
students.
People have sent donations from Fort
Kent, Machias and Portland showing
there is a state-wide effort to pass the
bond. Shea said.
Besides broad geographic support the
isslie is receiving support from a wide
variety of groups in the state, said Owen
Wells, chairman of Citizens for the
University Bond.
Citizens for the University Bond is
made up of several top bank officials
and business people in Maine
Attorney General James Tierney and
former Gov. Kenneth Curtis have pledged support for the bond, Wells said.
The presidents of Great Northern
Paper and International Paper asked
their employees to support the bond
issue, Wells said. In the past, mill towns
have not been strong supporters of
university bond issues.
Charles Rauch, acting director of
financial management at UMO,said all
the unions on campus have come out in
favor of the bond issue.
In response to rumors the bond might
fail in the Orono district Rauch said, "I
have not had any indication that the
bond won't do well on campus."
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University study group to make two-day visit
by Colin Strainge
Staff Writer
AUGUSTA — A group commissioned to study the University of Maine and
present their findings and mcommendanous for the future of the sesen,mmpus
system will visit UMO Thursday. Nov.
1. and Friday, Nov. 2.
The Visiting Committee to the univecsity will conduct fact-finding sessions
with faculty, administrators and students
during their two-day stay at Orono.
Charles Lawton. executive director for
:he group said.
The Visiting Committee was formed
because of recommendations in a report
on education in Maine delivered to
Governor Joseph E. Brennan last June_
The reportlaid a review of the purpose. mission, goals and administration
of the university is needed and should
be conducted by a group totally independent of the university.
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min Jte,to meet the Visiting Committee
before they split up to have dinner with
student leaders at various dining commons across campus.
A bus tour of the 1200 and BCC
campuses is scheduled Friday morning
followed by a presentation on the public
service mission of the university.
In the afternoon the panel will hold
an open forum from 1-3 p.m. at Wells
Commons to hear from any faculty.
students or staff wishing to speak with
them.
This is the second fact-finding trip for
the panel. On Oct. II and 12 they. inspected the University of Maine campuses at Machias, Presque Isle and Fort
Kent. The schedule for that trip was an
accelerated version of the UMO plan
with emphasis on open forums with all
members of the college community.
During the Aroostook/Washington
county trip committee members- said

repeatedly they were only fact-finding
"The committee is just beginning its
work and we are still in the data collection phase," Lawton said.
Primarily faculty members and administration attended the Presque Isle
meeting. Most said they needed more
and better physical facilities.
Students, teachers and community
leaders in Fort Kent praised the college
but said they would like more money- to
develop and expand their programs.
The main theme of the UMFK
meeting was the need for the college to
remain open. Both students and faculty
discounted the idea that UMPI could
service the entire Aroostook county
region.
One student said she could not 80 10
college anywhere else because her husband is a woodsman in the area and they
could not afford to move while she got
her education.
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. Last spring the Legislature appropriated S-5,000 for the committee in
August the governor appointed the IImember panel consisting of five people
from Maine and sit, from the national
educational community. The visitors are
scheduled to arrive at UMO about noon
Thursday. After a luncheon meeting
with President Arthur Johnson and top
administration officials, there will be a
series of presentations at the President's
Nowt.
First will be a review of the administration and financing of UN10 with
Johnson and his top staff.
At 2 p.m. Charles Tarr. acting 'ice
president for research. will conduct a
presentation of research projects under
way at UMO. Richard Bowers, acting
vice president for academic affairs. will
take over at 3 pin. with a broad overview of academic programs.
At 4:30 p.m.:he press will be given 15
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(continued from page II

in :he systcrr.. he said.
-1984. up to Sept. 30. 22 teen-agers were
People need to use common sense and killed and 20 of these teens were drivers.
Ritzi said the 21-year-old drinking age
intelligance when using alcohol, he said
"There is a difference between repon- law "has a very. good chance of passing"
can
It
alcohol.
in Maine when it is brought up in the
sible and abusive use of
be recreationar. but abuse leads to next legislative session.
deaths, family breakups and destroyed
A major prompter in getting the states
marriages.
-to comply with a uniform drinking age
Richard Gnbbin. director of manage- law of 21, was the passage of a bill in
ment - systems - at- the Maine June which cut federal highway funding
Department of Public Safety said OLT to states with drinking age laws below 21.
related deaths have risen this year comPresident Reagan told a high school
pared to last year.
audience in June that "he has no misgivLast year 2.24 people-were killed on ings about a judicious use of federal inMaine roads and 5-.1 percent or 12e at ducements to encourage the states to get
those deaths were OUI related. mov•ng,"
Reagan supports setting a uniform
This year, up to Sept 30. 1-1 peop:e
these
of
102
or
percent
died and 59.6
drinking age at 21, but not until this
were 01:1 related.
s-..:rnmer did he begin supporting
In 1981. 21 teen-agers were killed ,n the taking away of highway funds trom
alcohol-related au:at:nob:le accidents non-complying states.
and 1- of those killed were drivers_ In
He also said the cost of deaths and
injuries caused by drunken &iv ing is "as
0 much as S25 billion each year." Right
Would the person who now. 29 states and the District of Colsaid they were from the
umbia have drinking ages between 18
Maine Campus please - and N. The drinking age amendment gives
return the material they
:he states below the 21 minimum two
took from the - Maine
to raise the age. Any state that does
wears
Bound office' rhe Maine
IOC_ raise its drinking age to 21 would

Bound program needs
this material back and
the Maine Campus does
not recognize the person
who took it as being one
of our reporters.
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lose 5 percent of their federal highway
funds in 1987 and 10 percent in 1988.
- Maine would lose $2.9 million in 1987
and $5.8 million in 1988. Other New
England states such as Massachusetts,
Vermont, New Hampshire and Connecticut have yet 10 raise their drinking ages
to 21.
"There is little doubt that ihe treat of
losing highway money, amounting to
tens of millions of dollars in populous
states, would press most non-complying
legislatures into actioW't Time magazine
7 2 841
-OppOneitti itiT the unifanti drinking
age have argued that it is an infringement of states' rights. One opponent.
.Rep. J. Roy Rowland, D-Ga., said if people 18-20 were not allowed to drink
neither should they be allowed to vote
or be forced to register for the draft.
Supporters argue that the drinking age
is "not a problem of states' rights but
a problem of human lives!' (Wall
Street Journal, 3.14/834 They- say it
would save 1,250 of the 5,000 torn-age
lives lost in alcohol-related car accidents.
A poll taken in July shows 77 percent
of Americans favor a 21-year-old drinking age.
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NAVY ROTC
Any freshman or sophomore interested in
Navy ROTC is encouraged to consider
registration- fotNaval Science courses.
Call or visit their office at:
378 College Ave
Telephone: 581-1551 or 581-1552
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is testimony to days past.
An old truck, long since parked in the woods,
(Hawkins photo)

Hypnotist/comedian
to perform in gym
ORONO—A hypnotherapist turned
comedian will entertain audiences at
UMO Tbesday, Oct. 30, with a performance scheduled for 8 p.m. in Memorial
Gymnasium.
Tom Deluca will blend comic parody
with the art of hypnosis in a two-hour
show sponsored by UMO's recreational
sports department.
After three years as a hypnotherapist
dealing with psychosomatic disorders,
Deluca decided to try his skills in the
entertainment business and today is one
of the most requested acts playing the
college campus circuit.
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The show involves stand-up and improvisational audience participation
comedy using volunteers from the audience who are hypnotized on stage and
given various suggestions to which they

RESEARCH
Shedding
light on
birth defects.

react.
Deluca has a bachelor's degree in
psychology from the University of
Miami (Florida) and a master's degree
from Sangamon State University in Illinois. His appearance at UMO is part
of a New England tour.

Friday, a University of Maine
Fire Department employee
reported the theft of two fire extinguishers from the press box at
the top of the west grandstand at
Alumni Field. The fire ex- .
tinguishers were last seen Oct. 19.
Friday, a Corbett Hall resident
reported between 6 p.m. Saturday
and 4 p.m. Wednesday all four tires
were slashed on his truck which
was parked in the Memorial Gym
lot.
Thomas Mundell,406 Somerset
Hall, and Raymond Mileson, 406
Somerset Hall, have been referred
to the conduct officer on a charge
of detonation of explosive devices.
Mundell and Mileson allegedly
were seen detonating an explosive
device in a beer bottle in Somerset
Hall at 2:25 am., Saturday.
Jeffrey Partridge, 236 Hancock
Hall, will be referred to the conduct officer on a charge of
criminal, mischief for allegedly
punching his hand through the
glass pane of a phone booth on the
second floor of Hancock Hall at
1 a.m. Sunday.
Al 10:20 ant Sunday, Normand
Lecornte, 67 College Avenue, was
issued a summons for violation of
a learner's permit on Squa Pan
Road.
Peter Mastrarigelo, 138 York
Hall, was issued a summons for
failure. to stop for a stop sign at
11:25 a.m. Sunday on Flagstaff
Road.

by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
Lynn Sirois, Downeast Terrace,
was issued a summons for
operating a motor vehicle over the
posted speed limit at 4:25 p.m.
Monday on Long Road. Signs was
alleged to be going 39 mph in a 20
mph zone
Tracy Wood, 119 Androscoggin
Hall, was issued a summons on
Long Road on a charge of
operating a motor vehicle over the
posted speed limit. Wood was
alleged to be going 36 mph in a 20
mph zone at 4:55 p.m. Monday.
Melissa Shannon, 310 Dunn
Hall, was issued a summons on
Sebago Road at 9:10 p.m. Monday
for failure to stop for a stop sign.
Ronald M. Gabriel, Hamlin
Street, was issued a summons for
failure to stop for a stop sign at
4:15 p.m. Tliesday on Rangeley
Road.
At 4:30 p.m. Tuesday, Elwood
Currier, Bennoch Road, was issued
•summons for failure to display
a valid and proper inspection
certificate
Jeffrey F. Brown, 408
Estahrooke Hall, was issued a
summons at 12:25 a.m. Friday for
operating a motor vehicle without
a license on Square Road.
Al 11:40 a.m. Friday, a Dunn
Hall resident reported some
unknown person(s) entered her
room between 11:95 am. and 11:40
a.m, and took a total of $22.

TOM DELUCA
Tickets may be purchased at 140
Memorial Gymnasium or starting at 7
p.m. the night of the show. Tickets are
$2 for students, faculty and staff and $3
for the general public.
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Psychiatric exam ordered for accused killers
AUBURN (AP) — A District Court
judge Monday ordered psychiatric examinations for a woman and her
boyfriend accused of killing a 4-year-old
girl by burning her in an electric oven.
John Lane, 36, and Cynthia Palmer,
29, the victim's mother, were also held
without bail on murder charges.
They did not enter pleas.
Assistant All.,04-71-fy General Herbert
Bunker said he expected Lane and
Palmer to be taken to Augusta Mental
Health Institute Monday, but he did not
know how long their psychiatric evaluations would take In the meantime, they
were to be held at Androscoggin Coun_ ty Jail in Auburn.
In an interview, Bunker said, "I
haven't the foggiest notion" what may

have led to the grisly murder of Angela"
Palmer, who neighbors said called out
for help after she was locked in the oven,
Police said the door was propped closed.
"I don't understand why people do
things like this," Bunker said. "I just
don't know."
The arraignments before Judge L.
Damon Snales Jr. took about 10 minutes.
An autopsy Sunday showed that
Angela had died of "extensive burns,"
and the evidence indicated she had died
in the oven," said Assistant Attorney
General Fernand LaRochelle.
Neighbors said they heard banging
while Miss Palmer yelled, "Let me out,
Daddy, let me out!" according to a.
copyright story in the newspaper Sunday
of Lewiston and Auburn.

home and could not be reached for comment Sunday. Others have unlisted
telephone numbers.
Neighbors had told Sunday that all
night Friday, they heard loud religious
music coming from the apartment. One
neighbor said he had been sent away
when he asked that the music be turned
down.
Later, neighbors said they heard what
sounded like fighting. Patricia White,
who lives in the apartment below, said,
"There was a lot of shouting and banging."
Mary Deraps, who lives in the apartment above, knocked Saturday afternoon on the door of Lane's and Palmer's
apartment after noticing what smelled
like something burning, she told the
Associated Press.
"Is there something on fire, is there
something burning in the oven?" she
asked Lane
"Yes," she quoted Lane as saying
timism to be sure we cover all the from behind the closed door.
bases," he said.
"Lucifer." Lucifer is a biblical name
Graves declined to estimate the cost of for Satan.
the operation, and said that each law en-.
Deraps said in a telephone interview
forcement agency was responsible for its that "they hadn't come out of the apartown expenses.
ment for two days."
A 20-tan National Guard crane haulFoamier said police responded to a
ed the first of the submerged vehicles —
call from neighbors who reported a
a red pickup truck—from the water Sun- disturbance
day. Rust and oil poured from the truck
He said the child was dead when
as it broke the surface, and a cheer
police and firefighters arrived,
erupted from the crowd of police who
"The apartment was full of smoke,"
were watching the crane's progress.
Foamier said, adding that firefighters
The car—an American-made brought in special fans to get rid of the
compact—appeared to have been stripsmoke
ped. The truck and the car, which had
He said the odor of burning flesh was
no registration plates, were taken to
"unmistakable. It's a smell all its
Bangor International Airport, where
own."
members of the National-Auto Theft
Firefighter Rodney Daniels, who was
Bureau were expected to conduct a comat the scene, refused to discuss the scene
plete inspection.
over the telephone
Fournier said he confirmed what
Once the vehicles are identified, interpolice Officer John Reid found, "a charviews will be conducted with the owners, red body in the stove" The door to it
Graves said.
was propped shut with a chair. Fournier
Graves said information obtained said.
several months ago led police to the
Fournier said Lane and Palmer had
quarry. "We've been interested in this
lived in the Auburn area for at least a
location for a long tone." he said. few years, and that neither was working.

Police and firefighters found the charred body of the girl inside an oven that
was propped shut with a chair.
An "unmistakable" odor of burnt
human flesh and smoke filled the Main
Street apartment when police arrived
Saturday afternoon, Auburn police Sgt.
William Fournier said Sunday.
"I've been here 19 years," Fournier
said, "I've never seen anything like
this."
LaRochelle said the victim's 5-year-old
sister, Sarah Palmer, was not injured.,,
The state Human Services Department
has taken custody of the child.
Some neighbors, who had been ternporarily removed from the seven-unit
apartment building after police arrived
at about 4 p.m. Saturday, were not at

Second auto hauled'from quarry
BROWNVILLE(AP)— Auto theft investigators hauled a second vehicle Monday from the watery depths of an abandoned slate quarry outside this rural
town .
"We don't really know how many
vehicles are down there," said James
Greenleaf, special agent-in-charge of the
FBI's Boston office. "Quite frankly, we
are dealing with a lot of water, and it's
very dark down there when you get
below a certain depth.
Divers earlier counted at least 10
411111

vehicles in the quarry, and officials said
they expected the recovery operation to
continue through the week.
State and federal officials said they
were drawn to the 80-foot deep quarry
from an investigation centering in
Maine, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island.
Capt. Melvin Graves of the Maine
State Police declined to speculate on the
prospects of arrests.
"This is a long-term investigation, so
we're going to proceed with cautious op-
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Student Government
3 Secretaries Needed
One each for:
General Student Senate
Executive Budgetary Committee
Cabinet
Also.
Parliamentarian for GSS
Off-Campus Board'
Tenants' Advocate
Activities Director
Apply at
Student Government Office
3rd floor, Memorial Union

A "yes" vote on question #3
will be an investment in
your future.

THE UNIVERSITY NEEDS YOU!
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Exercise your right...
Please vote on Tuesday, Nov. 6
paid for b Jonatnan Lindsay for State Representative Committee.
Becky Wylie. Treasurer
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Portland area courts seek expansion

Law officials urge passage of $6 million bond
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AUGUSTA (AP)—Police chiefs,
sheriffs, prosecutors and victim advocate
groups Monday urged Maine voters to
approve a 56-million bond issue that
would pay for new and expanded courthouses in the Portland and BathBrunswick areas.
Advocates of the bond issue, one of
four that will appear on the Nov. 6
ballot, voiced concern at an Augusta
news conference about growing case
backlogs; the lack of security for
prisoners; and the lack of privacy for victims and witnesses. "There is no question in our minds that the court system
is overwhelmed and that we need more
court buildings," the Rev. Marilyn

Gwen Robb, director of the Maine
Chapter of Mothers Against Drunken
Drivers, said in a prepared statement.
The Maine Chiefs of Police Association cited a "flea market atmosphere" at
Portland's crowded District Court,
where parking is at a premium even for
police cruisers and where a typical day
produces feelings of "discouragement,
confusion and frustration."
"Witnesses and traffic offenders leave
the court feeling as though they have
been 'run through the mill'." the
chiefs' group said. "In many cases it is
nearly impossible to get witnesses to appear in court because of these conditions."

District Attorney John Atwood,
whose district includes Sagadahoc, Lincoln, Knox and Waldo counties, compared Courts to hospitals. Though few
people use them frequently, he said,
court facilities should be adequate to
provide prompt, effective service to
anyone who needs it.
"No one with a medical problem
would want to endure the lengthy delays,
the lack of private consulting areas, or
other needs at a hospital because of its
physical limitations," Atwood said in
a statement. "Similarly, no one with a
legal problem should have to wait six
hours for the resolution of an important

personal matter because there are not
enough courtrooms" available.
Cumberland County District Attorney
Paul Aranson also took a stand in favor
of the proposal.
If approved, the bond issue would
provide 53.8 million for construction of
a new 31,000-square-foot building to
house the District and administrative
courts in Portland, and an expansion of
the existing Superior Court facility in
that city.
The remaining 52.2 million would pay
for construction of a 22,000-squarefoot
facility, at a still-undetermined site, that
would house the District Courts for Bath
and Brunswick.

Pollster refuses committee's
order to release documents
AUGUSTA (AP)— A Superior Court
judge asked Christian Potholm on Monday to let the court privately review
documents that the pollster has refused
to turn over to a special legislative committee, lawyers involved in the case said.
But Justice Morton Brody has yet to
decide whether to enforce the contempt
citation that the Committee to Investigate Public Utilities issued against
Potholm last week, or to accept
Potholm's argument that the panel has
overstepped the bounds of its
jurisdiction.
Brody, who met privately with lawyers
in the case Monday at Kennebec County Courthouse in Augusta, set Friday as
the date for a hearing on those
questions.
The judge promised to rule "as soon
as possible thereafter." said John J.
Flaherty, attorney for the committee's
Democratic majority, which outvoted
Republicans on the panel in issuing the
citation last week.
Also to be argued Friday is a motion
by former U.S. Rep. David F. Emery to
exclude a poll which was done for Emery
by another pollster but which is in
Pot holm's possession.
Augusta lawyer Jon R. Doyle, who is
representing Emery, said the "benchmark" poll, done by a Republican
Party pollster from Texas, contains
"some very sensitive and confidential in-

formation" that Emery has not shared
with the committee.
The material the committee seeks
from Potholm is to be turned over to
Brody on Thursday. It will be reviewed
"in camera," or privately, by the
judge, the lawyers said.
"None of us seemed to have any argument with that," said Doyle.
Brody, after hearing Friday's
arguments, must decide whether the
court's role is limited — as the committee maintains — to enforcing the committee's citation and imposing a penalty against Potholm, a Bowdoin College
professor. If Brody accepts that argument, he would have "wide discretion"
in assigning a penalty, though Potholm
could "purge himselr' at any time by
supplying the data, Flaherty said.
"I'm not going to ask for
anything," in terms of a specific
penalty, Flaherty added.
If Brody sides with Potholm, however,
he could overrule the panel and deny it
access to some or all of the information
it seeks.
Potholm, who has already turned over
thousands of pages of documents to the
panel, has said the data he is
withholding is either beyond the scope
of the committee's investigation or
"privileged" under contractual
agreements with private, non-utility
clients.

Seniors!!
Will Be Shot On Sight...
That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
campus Monday Oct. 22 thru Friday
Nov. 9 to shoot senior portraits.
Sign up NOW for your
appointment in the
Senior Skulls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union

Nov. 6

Sittings are
FREE

'live Committee

Avoid last minute rush

Enrique (David Villalpando) and his father Arturo Xuncax (Ernesto G0111f7
Cruz) pause from their work in the fields, in a scene from "El Norte." The film
will be shown in Nesille Hall at 700 p.m. Tuesday.

Yianni's
Pizza & Pub
University Mall, Orono
827-5421

Join us for our first
Halloween Costume Party
Wed., Oct. 31
Prizes for best costumes
$60.00 first prize
$30.00 second prize
$15.00 third prize
Busch Beer
T-Shirt & Hat giveaways
$2.00 pitchers, 50¢ drafts

Dekuyper Apple Barrel Schnapps
T-Shirt giveaways
All Apple Schnapps drinks $1.10
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One small voice

Editorial

STEPHEN R. MACKLIN

Question three
Nov. 6, Maine voters will decide the fate of
5I6.5 million bond issue which if passed will
ad to the improvement of the University of
Maine system by way of renovations, building
extensions, accessibility to buildings for the
handicapped and an increase in the number of
computers for student use.
A recent poll conducted by Mainepoll. if it truly
represents the knowledge of Maine voters, shows that
many people are confused as to who will benefit if
the $16.5 million bond issue passes.
Some people think the entire amount is earmarked
for UMO and this is totally untrue.
UMO will receive $7.5 million for renovating the
•
Memorial Gymnasium IS400.000), Alumni Hall
15500,0001. and Aubert Hall ($600.000). while Jenness
for
each
million
53
receive
will
and Hitchner halls
building additions.
If the bond issue passes. UMO will recene an
additional 5I.5 million from the pulp and paper
industry to purchase new laboratory equipment for
lenness Hall.
The only other money that is earmarked for UMO
is about 5I.5 million of the S3 million allotment for
UMaine system computer purchases.
By adding these figures it is true that almost 59
million of the $16.5 million will go to UMO upon
passage of the referendum, but the other six
campuses will also be receiving funds for
improvements.
In addition to the money allotted to provide more
computers throughout the UNIame system, if
referendum number three passes the remaining money.
of the bond issue will be distributed as follows:
• University of Southern Maine—S4,300,000;
• University of Maine at Farmington—S500,000:
• University of Maine at Presque Isle-5500,000;
• University of Maine at Augusta—S250,000:
• University of Maine at Fort Kent—S250,000,
• University of Maine at Machias —$200,000:
and none of the $16.5 million will be directed for use
toward a Lewiston campus.

0

Maine soters should not just look at how the SI6.5
million will be apportioned, but they should take
notice of how many benefits will be achieved by.
alleviating the cramped conditions within many of the
academic departments; especially at U540.
If referendum number three passes, there is a •
possibility of forming more cohesive academic
departments at L:510. The department of animal and
seterinary sciences may be able to move into Deering
Hall and be unified, instead of being divided as it is
now between Hitchner Hall and Rogers Hall. The
men's and women's athletic offices will also be able
to unite in the Memorial Gymnasium and with Maine
Public Broadcasting Network moving to the Bangor
Community College more administrative office space
will be created in Alumni Hall.
Perhaps the most important thing insolved with the
passage of the bond issue is that it would provide
UMaine students with the needed training with
modern equipment. The only way the UMaine system
can attract quality students is if it offers them
something worth coming for. With the requested
renovations and improvements in the hands of the
voter's, it is their decision whether or not they want to
see quality education continue in Maine's state
Triltlei
,
11111

If referendum number three is defeated more
money from the pulp and paper industry' can be
flow out of state where those colleges can
cffer :Se: students a quality education with up-todate equipment. There is no reason why Maine's
money and students should have to go out of state
when voters have the power on Nov. 6 to offer the
same benefits within the UMaine system. Passage of
the 516.5 million bond issue is the key to opening the
door on a bright new future for Maine( its students,
residents and- industries.

44.

Due to circumstances beyond our control,
the Maine Campus has not received the next
installment of Doonedbury. We appologize
for its absence.
by Berke Breathed
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Ask a stupid
question ...
Recently, the mailboxes in the dorms
were stuffed with an item from Residential Life billed as a "University Residence
Environment Scale."
Basically it was a series of pointless
true/false questions about mostly unimportant aspects of dorm life There were,
however, a couple of questions that
deserved answers. What follows are what
could be said to be a fair estimation of •
the answers given by a good number of
the people in my "living area."
4. "Dating is a recurent topic of conversation around here." In my "living
area" the concept of dating means six or
seven people piling into one car and going to Pat's. The only discussion involved is asking who wants to go.
10. "Generally I am satisfied with the
food service." The general response to
this one is, "Yes, the service is great.
However, the food is horrendous."
IS. "People here pretty much act and
think freely without too much regard for
social convention." In my "living
area," . that is the prime social
convention.
23. "The students formulate almosiAll
the rules in this area." Who are they
trying to kid? The closest we get to formulating rules comes through the process of civil disobedience.
25. "In this living area there is a strong
feeling of belonging." This is true. But
only in the sense that the living area has
been nicknamed the "Ha Ha Hotel."
34. Policies and procedures are well
established in this living area." Again,
this is true We are all constantly reminded of just what we are not allowed to do.
44. "Most people here consider studies
as very important in college." Now,
talk about stupid questions. Anyone
who doesn't believe that is a true statement probably couldn't last one
semester.
46. "There is not much appreciation
here for classical music, litterature, art,
etc." Now, there might be some who
would call this statement true, but it's
not. Recently my living area had a run
in with those responsible for putting art
in the dorms. It seems that (heir idea of
art coincides with our definition of a
waste of paint.
49. "Doing things in a different way
is valued here." It would be fair to say
that for the most part, doing things in
a normal way is frowned upon.
These are just a few of the 50
statements on the survey, and only a few .
of the possible responses. But, the most
salient response to the whole thing is,
"Who cares?"
What possible difference could it
make to Residential Life to know how
much people talk about dating?
Perhaps a close study of this survey
could do a lot to reveal the cause of the
many problems with dorm life. If
policies are based in any way on any of
the things contained in this survey, it's
a wonder there is anyone left living on
campus.

Stephen R. Macklin is a senior journalism major from Bath, Maine.
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when writing
The Mame Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries. Letters5botridfie 300iwords or less; commentaries
should be abote(450 words Anonymous letters and commentaries are weleothe ihin names will be withheld from publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste and libel.

'Liberation Days' present
dangers to students
To the editor:
As one of the medical
students in Grenada at this time
last year, I am deeply disturbed
about the so-called "Student
Liberation Days" being
organized on college campuses
by right-wing groups, purportedly to celebrate the United
States Invasion of Grenada.
Whether my life and those of
my fellow medical students were
endangered by the coup that
overthrew Maurice Bishop is
very much open to question. It
is clear, however, that our
'liberation" by the Reagan administration came at a terrible
cost: dozens of young
American, Cuban, Grenadian
lives.
That is a fact that the people
organizing "Student Liberation
Day" may not want you to
know. Nor may they want you
to know the course they'd like
to see our nation follow in other
parts of Latin America, namely such places as Nicaragua and
El Salvador and Honduras.
If American troops are sent
to those countries, they won't be
facing few hundred glorrified
policemen and Cuban construction workers as they did in
Grenada.
If American students are sent
to Central America, it's more
likely they will fight thousands
of well-trained soldiers and
guerillas willing to give
everything to defend their
homeland and their ideals.
As in Vietnam, American
soldiers will face will face the
uncertainty of whether or not
the peasants in the village
before them are friend or foe.
They will battle again in scorching heat, dense and hilly terrain and unfamiliar territory.
Polls show thaw most
students, as well as the majority of Americans, want peace in
Central America through

diplorhatic means, not bloodshed through clumsy and
misguided American intervention. If the organizers behind
"Student Liberation Day"
mean to suggest through their
mindless celebration of the invasion of Grenada that students
support military adventures on
behalf of unpopular and
repressive dictators in Central
America, I suggest they ask the
students first.
Instead of celebrating the
liberation of the students, their
actions only encourage the
decimation of students. The
publicity from their rallies, if
not countered immediately, encourages the worst tendencies of
our government to believe it will
be politically acceptable to send
us off to war.
They should recognize, as El
Salvadoran President, Jose
Napolean Duane has, that hundreds of years of poverty, exploitation and despair are at the
roots of the conflict in Central
America, not the struggle between foreign ideologies. They
should recognize, as most
students do, that it only hurts
the prospects for peace when
our government supports those
who have the most to gain by
continued bloodshed: the contras in Nicaragua and the
government-tolerated death
squads in El Salvador and
elsewhere.
There is still time to act
before our government sends us
on a hopeless mission in Central America. Regardless of the
foolishness of these right-wing
"Student Liberation Days"
let us ensure that our country
not repeat the mistakes of the
past by getting involved in an
endless war. on the wrong side
of the battle.
Morty Weissfelner
St. Georges University
Grenada

REGISTER
Then vote
on
November 6.

Looking for owner of lost camera
To the editor:
This is a very
reunusual
quest, but I
hope you can
help me
In August
myself and a
friend met the
two gentlemen
in this picture
while vacationing in France
Under some
unusual circumstances one
the
of
gentlemen left
some valuable
camera equipment in our car
by mistake. We
would like, of course, to return
it but have very little information to go on. This is where
your help comes in.
I only have first names, the
man on the left sitting at the
table is Pete and the man in the
middle is Bill. I know they are
from Maine but unfortunately
do knot know which city. they
are both 25 years old and both

graduated from a university in
Maine in the spring of 1484.
Bill's dad owns some type of
gas station or company in
Maine
I'm sorry this is all the information I have. I hope that this
picture might be of some help.
Any information at all would be
greatly appreciated. If you have
any information or know of any

place to contact please write or
phone me
Karen Ruprecht
417 North 11th Apt 2
Beatrice, NE 68310
Or call collect:
(402)-223-5696
Or
(402)-223-2322

Reagan wrong on student issues
To the Editor:
While visiting the Campus
recently, Margot Kidder marveled at the support for Ronald
Reagan shown by college
students. She pointed out that
when the issues that seem to be
most important to young voters
are examined individually, the
Reagan administration comes
up on the opposite side every
time
For example, most students
support a bilateral freeze on
nuclear weapons. The Reagan
administration has not only
engaged in a massive build up
of these weapons (there are
2,000 more warheads in the
world than there were in 1980),
it has failed to participate in any
meaningful negotiations with
the Soviets. This is not too surprising when you consider that
Reagan has opposed every major nuclear arms treaty we ever
signed with the Soviet Union,

from Kennedy's Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty to Nixon's Nonproliferation Treaty.
On Central American policy,
try to find three people who
think that the United States
should be waging a secret war
on Nicaragua rather than
negotioating our differences. Or
maybe you can find three people who even know what those
differences are?
Look at the environment. As
governor of California, Reagan
made the incredible statement
that a lot of polution "is caused by trees." That may explain why he appointed a
women to head the Environmental Protection Agency
who had spent her entire legal
career fighting anti-polution
laws on behalf of big corporations. Her boss, James Watt,
had a similar background.
The economy? Because of
the record 52(X) billion deficit,
even conservative economists
fear that the recovery is tern-

porary and a recession is inevitable One wonders how the
debt got so large with all the
cuts in student aid and other
social programs; before 1981, I
was eligble for the Pell Grant
and National Direct Student
Loan—now I'm not.
I will admit it is nicer to have
a president with Ronald
Reagan's infectious optimism
than Jimmy Carter's personality
defects. But with less than two
weeks until the election, I hope
the voters will concentrate on
the issues, because Reagan will
dare to be much brasher in his
second term than when faced
with a re-elction campaign. His
talk of an "unfinnished agenda" is ominous in my ears. He's
counting on a lot of shallow
voting on November 6 to make
it happen.
Patrick Hall
bangor

Game Room refund policies unfair
To the editor
At 5:30 p.m. on October 28,
I lost a quarter on the "Centipede" game in the Memotial
Union's Game Room. I was informed by the attendcnt that he
knew the machine was not
working properly. He told me
that he only worked there, and

that he could not do anything
about it. he further stated that
he didn't care how many
students lost money in the
game
My response to him was
rather profane I was angry at
what I considered to be theft,
and not being able to do
anything about it. My quarter
was just one of many.

I do not know if the problem
was strictly because of the attendent or the policy of the
management. I would like to sec
the managements response in
the maine Campus for all of us
who have lost money.

John Lux
Bangor
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College Democrats prepare for Nov. 6
USPS — There's one way to get involved in politics, according to the leader
of the nation's College Democrats.
"Find a candidate," says Steve Girsky, "and go from there' Students
should find a candidate who represents
their own ideas, Steve advised, and start
worl,ing in his or her campaign. It's a
simple formula, but for Steve it's meant
success. His first campaigns included
working for California state and local
candidates like former Governor and
one-time Senate hopeful Jerry Brown
and current Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley. And now he's worked his way
up to the national presidential campaign

for Walter Mondale and Geraldine
Ferraro.
The 22-year-old blond joined the
UCLA Bruins chapter of the College
Young Democrats three years ago. He
became the secretary of the national
organization just last year, and this year
he was elected President of the College
Young Democrats of America.
The College Democrats are actually a
division of the Young Democrats, Steve
explains, and the full name of his
organization is College Young
Democrats of America. Technically
speaking, Young Democrats are party
members below the age of 35, and Col-

communique
Tuesday. October 30
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•Women in the curriculum
presents "The challenge of Diversity in the classroom: Enchanting
the learning environment for
women and minorities" 12:10 p.m.
N. Bangor Lounge.
Maine Peace Action Committee
meeting 4 p.m. The Maples.
•Bond issue no. 3—It's effect on
the University.
3:30 p.m. 102 Nutting Hall.
"Film "El Norte" 7:00 p.m.
Neville Hall.
'Evening childcare 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
at the Children's Center.

•Education broWn bag symposium. 12:00 p.m. 159 Shibles
Hall.
•Meditation and prayer by M.C.A
12:00 p.m. Drummond chapel.
•STEPTEEN, parental support
group. 203 Shibles Hall 7 pm.
Evening Childcare at the
Children's Center. 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
'Guest Lecture Series presents
Berke Breathed, "Bloom County"
cartoonist. 8 p.m. Hauck.

r I

Or

1 I

it—

University of Maine at Orono
School of Performing Arts
Music Department

presents
UMO ORCHESTRA
LUDLOW HALLMAN
CONDUCTOR

lege Young Democrats are Young
Democrats who happen to be in school.
Steve says that College Young
Democrats have been around as such for
about forty years, though it's hard to put
an exact date on the beginning of the
organization. His best guess is that there
are between 400 and 500 clubs, but he's
not sure how many members there are.
College Democrats will be playing an
important role in the elections this year.
Steve says. They will be running voter
registration drives, handing out fliers,
and, putting up •posters on campuses
around the country. They will also serve
as precinct workers for Democratic
House and Senate candidates, and they
will be going door to door for local
politicians. And above all, they will be
doing everything they can for the na38 Slender What
39 Italy Nab 40 Fulfill
AISO
41 Tax
4 Equally
6 Babylonian veto 43 Partner
45 Greek letter
1 1 Swatted
47 Afrncephewc
13 Mediterranean
conditions
vessels
50 Rupees abbr
15 Near
52 Blood
16 Chore
53 Hindu cymbals
18 Mother ot
56 Allowance for
Apollo
waste
19 Fish eggs
58 Whisper
21 Aroma
60 Note of scale
22 Revised abbr
61 Come back
23 Of ind of fabric
63 Concurred
26 wesgnt 01 lndia
65 Doctrine
Pronoun
29
66 French article
31 Send forth
67 A month
33 Symbol for
xenon
DOWN
34 Maiden loved by
I Former Russia
Zeus
ruler
35 Anger

tional Democratic presidential ticket.
In spite of current polls which show
students favoring Reagan-Bush by a two
to one margin, Steve thinks that debate
on the issues will ultimately win students
to the Mondale-Ferraro ticket on Nov. 6.
The College Democrats support a
bilateral, "mutually verifiable" freeze on
US and Soviet nuclear weapons, and
they are for the Equal Rights Amendment. In fact, Steve says, the candidacy
of Geraldine Ferraro should "do
wonders for the American system!' Steve
hopes that the nuclear freeze and
women's rights will together be winning
issues for the College Democrats.
Poverty in the United States and
unrest in Central America will also be
issues of special importance to students,
he thinks.

ACROSS

2

1

3
12

11

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

7 Symbol for
tellurium
8 Competent
9 Wants
10 Perform
12 As above
14 Therefore
tO
9
8
17 Indicate
6
5
4
20 Female sheep
14
24 Leave out
25 Plunge
27 Way out
28 Nerve network
29 Current
22
30 Cry of owl
32 Tempo
2t
36 Quarrel
2€ Nil 37 Fastidiously
tasteful
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Mozart

playing
Beethoven

Milhaud
Mill Street, Orono

Tuesday, October 30, 1984
Hauck Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

a
Students/Senior Citizens: 1 °
r

Others:$350

New Hours:
open from 11:30, serving all afternoon
New Menu:
prices from $2.95 to $12.95
New Machine:
now making Espresso and Capuccino
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Street lady describes life without a home
NEW BEDFORD, Mass.(AP) — It
is noontime, and Diane Verella slips unnoticed through the steady flow of
tourists, senior citizens and business
people eating lunch on the downtown
mall.
At each trash container she stops to
extract an occasional nickel-deposit soft
drink can. Whether she eats lunch will
depend.on the number of cans she finds.
'Born in New York City, Diane—
Deedee to her friends—says she came to
this area as an infant when she was
adopted by a family in Fall River. She
says she was abused as a child and she
has been on her own since she was 16.
Now 32, she walks with the stiffness.
of someone who has spent too many
nights sleeping on damp floors. Her
body shows visible signs of too many
fights. She has scars from knife wounds
and one of her te2th is chipped. Her
eyeglasses seem to hang from one side
of her face One of the lenses and part
of the frame were broken long ago in a
fight with a former boyfriend.
"My step father made me tough,"
she says. "He told me if I ever came
home crying because I was beat up, I was
going to be beat up again."
But tough has a soft side.
After seeing a group of youths stone
a gull to death at Pier 3, she placed the
bird's body in a plastic bag and gave it
a burial at sea. She kept one feather to
decorate the stick she uses to reach into
trash cans to the all-important cans and
bottles.
On other days, she will stop to help
another streetperson to safety; safety
from the elements and from the police.
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"We have to take care of our own,"
she says.
Deedee braved last winter alone in an
empty railroad barn. For the last five
months, she has shared her living
quarters with Alfred Neal, whom she
met on the street after he came here from
Chicago. He laughs often but says little,
intoning "I'm hip," when he agrees
with what has been said.
"You could never guess he is 41,"
Deedee says admiringly, "Look at the
way he jumps in and out of those dumpsters, he's so agile"
He has to be to keep pace with
Deedee. Their route covers a lot of
territory—sometimes reaching as far as
the north end of the city—and they travel
it twice daily.
Deedee and Al try to keep their
railyard barn clean and orderly. "This is
my pride and joy," she says. "1 like
what I'm doing, and I like my life."
ConRail owns the barn and does not
know that the homeless people sleep
there. Police check on people like Al and
Deedee occasionally, but do no evict
them.
Deedee makes no attempt to hide the
personal problems that keep her tied to
this lifestyle
"I'm an alcoholic," she says. "I
drink every day. I don't mess with drugs,
1 just drink."
"The state of Massachusetts has me
listed as a chronic alcoholic and an
epileptic," she explains. "I have
seizures both ways, from the alcohol and
from the epilepsy."
Occasionally, during the worst of
winter, she will sit on the steps of the

Creator of 'Bloom County'
to speak Wednesday
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ORONO — Berke Breathed, creator
of the comic strip Bloom County, will
be the first Guest lecture Series' speaker
of this season Wednesday, Oct. 31, at 8
p.m. in the Hauck Auditorium.
The event, sponsored by the UMO
Student Government, is open to the
•public without charge A reception will
follow the lecture.
Breathed (which rhymes with method)
was born in 1957 in Los Angeles, moved to Houston. Tex., in 1975, and was
graduated from the University fo Texas,
Austin, with a photo-journalism degree
in 1979.
When he was still in college, inspired
by a Thomas Nast quotation about the
lasting impressions of illustrations, but
without a formal background. Breathed launched his popular daily strip on
college life, The Academia Waltz, in 1977
for the University of Texas Daily Texan.
Two years later, a period that included the daily strip, two paperback anthologies and numerous awards, Breath-

New Bedford police station until she is
taken into protective custody. Fights with
other street people have seen her locked
up against her will.
"When it gets cold, I just go to the
Spring Street Motel," she says. "But
the don't feed you very good over
there" When out of jail, four days of
the week she eats at the Market
Ministries Free Lunch. The remaining
meals she buys with money earned from
can collecting.
She and Al stay away from the
of
because
shelter
homeless
disagreements with the staff there.
an
not
is
homelike
Keeping the barn
easy task. Gangs of young teen-agers
roam the railyard near North Terminal
and frequently vandalize Deedee's
possessions—some clothing and a
makeshift bed.
"How can they destroy someone who
is already destroyed? she asks, finding
the barn ransacked. Then the sorrow in
her eyes changes to anger. "They aren't
running me out. This is my home,. I'm
staying here and fight!'
Al wants to work, and is ocassionally
offered a one-day job at some of the fish
processing plants, which he eagerly accepts. With $30 in hand, Deedee and Al
celebrate. "We go to McDonald's and pig
out:* she says.
Other times it is the dumpsters that
provide the meals.
"We eat lobsters for breakfast
sometimes:' Deedee says. "We can tell if
it is still good by the smell!' Still-sealed
packages of hot dogs are passed up
because they have no way to cook a
meal.
Deedee could probably make more

ed entered national syndication with
Bloom County.
After two and one-half years of syndication, by the summer of 1983 his
comic strip was appearing in over 400
newspapers.

fternoon
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It is a hard job that Deedee and Al
work, but not without rewards. As they
go about their regular route, they pass
many friends who save cans for them.
"The fellows at Crystal Ice are the
best," she says. "They save all their
cans for us."
The emotional roller coaster of her life
extends to her relationship with the
police.
As a cruiser makes its patrol on the
mall, Deedee waves to the driver. "Hello
Larry," she says in a girlish voice. The
officer waves back in a friendly response.
"Hello Dee. How are you doing?"
A few hours later, Deedee will be
resting on a step in an alleyway, and a
young policeman will shout at her to
keep moving.
"There isn't any place we can sit
down," she complains. "They make
you keep moving all the time."
Her relationship with the police will
deteriorate quickly during the next
weekend. In a squabble with another
street person, all the anger and frustration of street life will pour out, and
sticks will fly. When its over, what
should have been a minor confrontation
will send someone to the hospital.
Deedee and Al will be taken by police
to await arraignment for assault and battery with dangerous weapons.
It is ironic that time in jail will solve
Deedee's two most pressing problems:
Where will she get her next meal, and
how will she keep from freezing when
winter arrives?
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money as a panhandler, but the sign on
her cart echos what she often says: "We
don't panhandle, we just pick up cans!'

nights for darkroom workers. Applicants
must be experienced, have expertise in
printing, and be able to work under
pressure.
Those interested call:
Tom Hawkins at 581-1269 or 581-4515
These positions are available now
and will be filled on a first come basis.
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* PRIZES *
$100 Given to couple
with best costume
$50 Given to person
with best costume
Have a little wicked brew with a friend!
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UMO football team goes 3 for 4 in October
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer

despite it being the Huskies' Homecoming and the officials "not leaning our

After losing its first four games of the
1984 season the UMO football team has
won three of its last four games and two
in a row.
The Bears lost all four games thes
played in September by the total score
of 105-36. Those four opponents had a
combined record of 13-4 for the month.
After the fourth loss head coach Ron
Rogerson said the team was going to put
September behind it and concentrate on
winning the next four games.
Since then Maine has beaten Lafayette
College and the Universities of
Massachusetts and Connecticut,
outscoring the opposition 55-37. The only loss was to the Universtiy of Delaware
37-7.
Rogerson said Maine stayed together
in the 13-10 overtime win against UConn

L'74,10 halfback Lance Theobald is seen in action against UMNss. Maine
won 20-7 and Theobald ran for 101 yards. (McMahon photo)

"Are players hung together," Rogerson said. "We faced as much adversity
as anyone can for 60 minutes."
UMO halfback Lance Theobald said
the team is confident it can continue to
win.
"The reaction after the game was excellent." Theobald said. "Coach
(Rogerson)said to put September behind
us and 'Drive for Five; and we've won
three of them."
The 'Drive for Five' is to win fiVe
games and be at .500 (5-5) when UMO
plays Holy Cross College in its last game
of the season, Nov. 17. The Crusaders
are currently ranked No. 2 in Division
I-AA and have a record of 7-0.
In the last four games Theobald has
rushed for 210 yards on 31 carries (6.8
(see FOOTBALL page II)

Patriots' receivers coach upset with players, quits team
FOXBORO, Mass.(API—The fallout
front last week's firing of Coach Ron
Meyer continued Monday when New
England Patriots' receivers coach Steve
Endicott, citing his friendship with
Meyer, resigned.
Endicott said he was upset with
players public criticism of Meyer after
he was fired Thursday and said, "I didn't

want to come to work every morning
with a hole in my stomach.
"The reason that I'm doing it is that
I'm not happy."
Endicott, 34, first became an assistant
under Meyer at Southern Methodist in
1976, when he began handling the
receivers. In 1979, he took over as offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach
Oct. 26, 1984
Orono, Me.

To students, faculty, staff, and friends,
As we approach the 1984 General Election I wish to thank you for the warm
support you have given me during the past two years and to share with you
some of our accomplishments in improving the quality and performance of
the university system.
Two years ago when I was elected your state senator I actively began an
effort to bring more visibility and accountability to the university system. As
a consequence we have seen the folowing changes:
I. A Govenois Visiting Committee to study the university system and report
back to the 112th Legislature (in response to my bill to study higher education)
2. Long 6nge planning (in response to my concern at public hearings on
cooperative extension)
3. A real budget process (again in reponse to my concern that a "normal"
budget process was not being followed)
4. Public participation at trustee meetings (in response to my bill trustees
agreed to permit such participation if I would withdraw legislation)
5. Reduction of trustee terms from seven to five years (based on my subcommittee report on "Threat to Excellence")
6. A student to the Board of Trustees (co-sponsored this one)
7. SI6.5 million bond issue for University of Maine system (Nov 4)(sponsored this bill)
8. $.6.2 millibn supplemental appropriations for faculty salary (I worked
hard for this behind the scenes)
9. Encouragement to the Board of Trustees to be advocates for higher education (oh well, you can't win them all)
The coming legislative session will be crucial for higher education. I truly
anticipate that the report of the Visiting Committee will result in a large
package for the university and as the chair of the Education Committee I
would have considerable impact on the final shape of that package.
Again, my appreciation for your warm support in the past and I do need
your continued support Nov. 6.
Best regards,
u7

Re-Elect

4...,..14-/Iczilr").L.

Senator Kenneth P. Hayes
Chair, Joint Standing Committee
on Education

at SMU. He accompanied Meyer to the
Patriots in 1982.
"Ron and I just spent a whole lot of
time together," said Endicott, who
noted the fact he is not married may
have contributed to that. "Where the
other assistants are going home to their
families, Ron's family almost became a
family to me."
"I knew that he and Ron were very
close," said Raymond Berry, Meyer's
successor with the National Football
League club. "Steve told me he really
thought of Ron as a brother."
Endicott said Meyer advised him not
to resign. He added he liked Berry and
"I wouldn't have any problem working
for him."
Berry said he had no indication that
any of the other six Patriots' assistants
who worked with Meyer at SMU Were
considering resigning.
Lew. Erber, the offensive coordinator
and quarterbacks coach, will assume Endicott's duties.
On Thursday, the day Meyer was fired,
Endicott told Berry and General
Manager Pat Sullivan he wanted to
resign, said Berry. Endicott agreed to
coach in Sunday's 30-20 victory over the
New York Jets and after the game, Berrysaid, he asked Endicott to reconsider,

He added that he told Sullivan that he
was treated fairly. But, he said he felt
Meyer got a raw deal and the extent of
the players openness of their players'
dislike for Meyer surprised him.
"It wasn't just what was in the media.
It was comments that I heard them saying from their mouths. It cut me up a.
little bit," Endicott said. "After all
this happened, frankly, there's some guys
in this building Sullivan Stadium, this
organization, this stadium that I don't
choose to see each day."
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Thursday, November 1st
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101 Neville Hall
Be informed - come hear the candidates address
the issues and answer your questions
Sen. KENNETH HAYES
(D-Orono)
Rep. STEVE BOST
(D-Orono)
Rep. JOHN BOTT
JR-Orono)

Paid for by Hayes for Senate Committee

Berry also asked receiver Stanley
Morgan, whose once strained relationship with Endicott had improved, to talk
with the assistant.
"1 tried to talk him out of it,"
. Morgan said. "You have to respect a man
that stands up for his principles."
"I really wavered last night," said
Endicott. "There's a lot of positive
things that made it hard to make this
decision. We're playing well. We're
throwing the ball well. I like the
receivers."
But there was a negative thing.
"I had a very bad feeling about what
happened last week and I didn't want to
be around. working with that feeling,"
Endicott said.
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NEWTON, Mass.(API-At halftime of
next Saturday's game at Penn State,
Boston College quarterback Doug Flutie
should be able to say he has produced
more yards than any other player in the
history of major college football.
But he probably won't say it. He's
more interested in saying at the end of
the game that the 11th-ranked and bowl.
hungryEagles won.
Flutie doesn't marvel at the innimency of setting the all-time total offense
record. He knows barring injury, he will
do it.
"I'm aware of the act. I'm just playing each game as it comes. If it happens,
it happens, and it probably will,"
Flutie said.
In Saturday's 35-23 victory over
Rutgers, he threw for 318 yards and ran
for 25 to boost his career total offense

(continued from page tO)
yards per carry) and scored two
touchdowns. He has caught seven passes for 71 yards.
Theobald said his six receptions
against Connecticut was a career high.
"They (the coaches) put a couple of
new plays in to get me the ball,"
Theobald said. "This was the best game
I've CNC!' had in my football career. The
coaches said I blocked exceptionally
well."
After the Delaware loss Rogerson
decided to go w ith two halfbacks instead
of four. Since then Theobald and senior
Paul Phelan have played all but one
doss n.
In the two games Theobald has rushed for 157 yards and Phelan has gained
III yards on 31 carries and caught three
passes for 89 yards.
Maine plays Northeastern University
Saturday at Alumni Field. The Huskies
are 2-5 after losing to Ness Hampshire
13-2 last Saturday. The Bears hold a 106 advantage over NU and have won the
last four games.
Theobald said Maine isn't overconfident about the Northeastern game.
"I doubt that we're overconfident."
Theobald said. "We have the confi
•
we need to win these games If we play
our game we can win."

leads the nation with nine. He also broke
the former school record of eight, which
had been shared by Ed Clasby and Johm
Salmon.
For Rutgers, Andrew Baker's 12 receptions gave him 119 for his career, breaking the school record of 112 held by Tim
Odell.
-A more important record should be
broken Saturday.
"When you're with Doug for three
years and you practice with him and play
with
him, nothing's amazing
anymore," said wide receiver Gerard
Phelan. "I thank God he came to Boston
College."
Fluties touchdown passes covered 35
yards to Troy Stradford, 29 to Kelvin
Martin and II to Peter Casparriello. The
Eagles also scored on Flutie's five-yard
run and TYrone Taylor's eight-yard dash.

UMO goalie Jeff Spring is shows warming eip before•game earlier this 'eases. Spring tied
career shutout record of 11 when Maine tied Colby Saturday 0-0. (McMahon photo)
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For Sale
1984 PRISMS ARE INI
Come to the
Senior Skulls room,
Memorial Union
to pick them up.

•-•

2 unit apartment house
In Old Town
'Close to UMO
*Tenants pay
heat and electricity
•Reduced from
$32500 to $25,500
For more information, contact:
lOrstain Real Estate
827-3120

The Maine Campus is looking for
someone with typing skills to work as
a typesetter Mon. and Wed. afternoons. Word processor experience
preferred but not necessary--we will
train. Work study preferred but not
necessary. For more information call
Mike Harman at 581-1271.
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half with a 92-yard kickoff return.
"We gave them a couple of easy
scores, missed a couple of assignments
on the blitzes," said Rutgers coach
Dick Anderson.
He could be pleased with his offense,
though. It held the ball for .4:50 and 102
plays and picked up 420 yards, only 19
less than Boston College.
"Everybody knows it's a great win but
we really didn't play very well on
defense," said Boston College nose
guard Mike Ruth. "When you have a
team like Rutgers that passes an awful
lot, you don't want to give up the big
play.
"I don't think the defense is a point
of over-concern but it's something we
have to work on."
One bright spot on defense was Tony
Thurman. He had two interceptions and

•Football
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to 9,582 yards. He needs just 142 yards
more to pass Jim McMahon of Brigham
Young as the all-time leader.
Just as Flutie is taking in stride his
pursuit of the record, his teammates
weren't overly impressed by the victory
that increased their record to 5-1 and
dropped Rutgers to 5-3.
"I came in here(the locker room)after
the game and nobody's excited," said
Eagles' coach Jack Bicknell. "I'm excited. Our kids are saying they had oportunities they blew.
"That's a good, healthy thing. They
expect big things from themselves."
Flutie did take advantage of some
oportunities. He capitalized on Rutgers'
blitzes for the first -two of his three
touchdown passes. He also gave Boston
College a 26-10 lead with a 5-yard run
one play after Ken Bell began the second

ERNEST C BAILEY
7/3/84 8117/84

Memorial Service
Everyone knew him as "Ernie" Ernie
was a friend to many generations of
UMO students and staff and a
dedicated Bears' Den employee for
28 years A Memorial Service
celebrating Ernie's life is planned
for
TIME Thursday. November 1, 1984.
3.30 PM
North Lown Room.
PLACE
MeMorial Union
Friends and acquaintances are
invited to attend

MIll Street, Orono
Wed Oct. 31
Halloween Party with

Prizes for best costumes
$2 cover with costume
$4 cover without costume
To encourage driver safety, Barstan's is offering 25 non-alcoholic beverages to
any person who identifies him or herself as an operator eta vehicle
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Boston University leads new hockey league
-Sin overtime, but lost
ed the Badgers 6
the rematch 5-2 on Saturday.
Coach Steve Stirling says of his
defense, "as youthful as it is (two
freshmen and a sophomore), is twice as
good as it was last year."
Senior Peter Taglianetti and Nowell

by Ken O'Quinn
AP Sports Writer

With perhaps its best defense in seven
years, Boston University has grabbed the
early lead in the new Hockey East
Association.
BU, Boston College, New Hampshire,
Northeastern, Maine and Lowell are
members of the new league, which
features an expanded season that starts
about a month earlier than in the past.
One reason for the longer season is the
added games resulting from Hockey
East's interlocking schedule with the
Western Collegiate Hockey Association.
Sophomore John Cullen's two goals
helped BU beat Lowell 5-0 Sunday to
push its record to 4-1. Cullen, who had
23 goals and 33 assists last year, is being
counted on again for plenty of scoring. Catterall have the experience, while
quality freshmen Shawn Whitham and
Goalie Terry Taillefer, also a
Paul Cavallini moved into regular roles
sophomore, turned aside 28 Lowell shots
to record his second win and lower his quickly.
The Friars missed six power-play
goals-against average to 2.50. Helping
him are defensemen David Quinn, the chances in the second Wisconsin game
Winnipeg Jets' first-round draft pick,
and Scott Shaunessy.
BU hosts the University of MinnesotaDuluth for a two-game series this
BOSTON (AP)—The Boston Celtics,
weekend.
off to a winning start in defense of the
Northeastern is in second place at 4-2
National Basketball Association chumfollowing a 6-4 win over Unveil and a 4-3,pionship, hit the practice court
Monday
victory over New Hampshire.
in prepartion for their 1984-85 home
Junior Rod Isbister led the Huskies to
opener against the New Jersey Nets
both wins. He already has seven goals
Wednesday night at Boston Garden.
and nine assists, and for the second time,
After a rousing 110-123 victory over
he is the Hockey East Player of the
the Detriot Pistons before a crowd of
Week. He had two goals and two assists
27,563 in the Silverdome Friday night,
against UNH.
the Celtics got a break from the
schedule.
NU plays two games against the MinA few players were subpar as the team
nesota Golden Gophers this weekend.
returned to Boston to await the home
Providence, 3-2, held Wisconsin to
debut and the raising of a 15th NBA
three shots in the third period and edg-

and yielded three goals when they were
a man short.
They play Lowell and BC this week.
After losing to North Dakota 7-5,
Boston College edged the Sioux 4-3 to
occupy foUrth place with a 2-1 record.
The Eagles play UNH and Providence

this week.
Maine, 1-3, shows marked improvements under new Coach Shawn
Walsh, but the Black Bears will struggle
for a while. They lost to Minnesota 4-2
and 8-1, but one bright spot is goaltender

,
Ray Roy.
The junior from Lewiston, Maine, has
made some tremendous stops, including
several in a 4-2 loss to UNH and in a 2-1
win over Providence.
The Black Bears play Michigan Tech
Friday and Saturday in Houghton,
Mich.
UNH, 1-3, lost to Northeastern 4-3
but didn't make it a one-goal game until late in the last period. The Wildcats
lack offensive power and an effective
power play, which reduces the
significance of goalie Bruce GiIlies'
performance.
"If we were scoring more, he could
steal some games for us," said
associate coach Bob Kullen. "But when
the offense isn't scoring, the crucial saves
don't figure as prominently in a game's
outcome."
UNH hosts BC and Michigan this
week.
Lowell, with little power on offense,
is relying heavily on goalie Dana
Demote, and that won't be enough.
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Celtics preparing for home opener
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limited action against New Jersey. Kevin
McHale had 19 points and 15 rebounds
starting in place of Maxwell in the
Silverdome.
Bird, who also had eight assists in the
season opener, admitted the Celtics
didn't like reports that the Pistons were
ready to shoot for the NBA championshop with the off-season acquisition of
Dan Roundfield.
"I think our guys were a little ticked
off with all that stuff about them winning the championship." Bird said.
"We're the champions. We were ready for
this game."
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* the $6.2 million supplementarysalary increase
for UMaine faculty, staff and clerical.workers:
• proposals to modify the structure and behavior
of the UMaine Board of Trustees, including the
addition of a student representative on the board:
• proposals to bring Maine teachers' salaries in
line with other salaries across the country;
UMaines bond request for $16.5 million in capital
improvements over five years;
'appropriations to improve Maine's highway
system.
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by Peg Warr
Staff Writer
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John opposed:

NINO 11'
the formation of a UMaine campus at Lewiston;
'
the granting of tenure to Chancellor McCarthy;
'
• a proposal that would have eliminated same-day
voter registration;
attempts to undedicate the funding of the
'
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
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Authorized and paid for by candidate
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The 111th Legislature was good for Orono. As part
of your team, John worked to increase the
Legislature's awareness of the needs and concerns
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championship flag to the Garden rafters.
Larry Bird led the Celtics against the
Pistons, scoring 33 points, including
eight in 83 seconds at the finish, and
grabbing 13 rebounds, but still is
bothered by a neck injury which sidelined him in the-last two preseason games.
Starting guard Danny Ainge suffered
a knee injury in a collision with Bill
Laimbeer and reserve forward Scott
Wedman twisted an ankle against
Detriot.
Veteran forward Cedric Maxwell, who
signed a new contract last Thursday, still
lacks playing condition, but may see

.
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